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SUBfamily

...what’s your SUBstyle?

SUBmissive SUBlime SUBsonicSUBmarine

Technical FEATURES Aesthetical and Functional FEATURES

SUBtropicalSUBurban

Italian Design and Technology Design Patent PendingTechnology Patent Pending
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LED light

LOGO under trasparent surface 

RUBBER buttons wear and 
stain resistant COLOURED COVER in ABS 

METAL chrome insert

TRANSPARENT SURFACE in PMMA 2
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Easy to open to customize it with different 
covers and for battery replacement, fashionable, 
modern and ergonomic: the perfect summary of 
design, technology and innovation

SUB, 4 channels transmitter, water and dust resistant, is the 
result of the application of the most advanced technologies 
available nowadays. The tri-injection molding process enables 
the use of three different materials during the same working 
cycle optimizing the final apperance of the product

SUB is produced with the 
tri-injection molding technology

8 RING for keys
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METAL chrome insert to add extreme value and elegance to 
SUB modern design and simplicity

LED light protected by thin surface of transparent PMMA 
against shocks, wear and external agents

Inner Key LOGO obtained inside ABS surface with same color 
of transmitter itself for more classy and discrete appearance. 
Possibility to customize SUB with customers logo in the back 
part

INTERCHANGEABLE COVERS to play with and create your 
personal style to reflect your own personality and mood

SUB can be used also as a key ring to bring it easily always with 
you
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PMMA shiny transparent surface, scratch resistant, wear 
resistant, stain resistant and shockproof. A screen to protect 
the inner coloured surface from staining and color fading over 
time

RUBBER buttons to avoid break-throughs, spots, wear and 
plastic retention due to heat and humidity

ABS coloured surface, available in many different tones, 
presenting long lasting durability and inner logo printing

SUBartic SUBdolous

Have fun with KEY SUB!


